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AUGUST DANCE MAGAZINE Video of the Month Editors' Choice Winner:
Those Days. See the video at www.dancemedia.com/v/4188.

Choreographed by Marta Renzi; Those Days is an idyllic portrait in which dancers enjoy a beautiful day in and out of the water. "In 2008, between rehearsals for a live quartet, four wonderful dancers [Mica Bernas, Carlos Gonzalez, Caitlin Granados, and Rory Kaplan] and I spent time at a dock on Martha's Vineyard," says Renzi. "The footage we gathered became the videodance Those Days." She continues, "I take a perverse pleasure in putting it out there, where it might surprise the viewer who, after holding judgment through the first few minutes of silence, is rewarded by Jane Wang's wonderful music to linger longer."